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For quite a while now, OMSI is being recognized as the best and most authentic bus sim available. In addition to the authentic bus routes and buses
on OMSI you can also now see the historic OMSI omnibus simulator. OMSI 2 is the successor of the well-known omnibus simulator OMSI The Bus

Simulator. In OMSI 2 you can drive all types of omnibus including sleighs, coaches and double-decker buses. You can even find a bicycle omnibus at
your disposal. And thats not all, because in OMSI 2 you can get a better view of the route you follow. The newly added chronology function allows you
to drive through Spandau in 1986, 1989, 1991, 1994 and 2005. For quite a while now, OMSI is being recognized as the best and most authentic bus
sim available. In addition to the authentic bus routes and buses on OMSI you can also now see the historical OMSI omnibus simulator. OMSI 2 is the
successor of the well-known omnibus simulator OMSI The Bus Simulator. In OMSI 2 you can drive all types of omnibus including sleighs, coaches and

double-decker buses. You can even find a bicycle omnibus at your disposal. And thats not all, because in OMSI 2 you can get a better view of the
route you follow. The newly added chronology function allows you to drive through Spandau in 1986, 1989, 1991, 1994 and 2005. The OMSI 2 Add-on
Saint-Servan presents 8 lines of this large network connecting the center of Saint-Servan with the districts and villages in the north of the metropolis
(such as Salrin, Monfort-sur-Rh, Le Roc Saint-Andr, etc.), passing through historic landscapes, large residential areas of the 1960s, eco-districts of the

2000s, European business districts, but also hamlets, nature reserves, coastal roads and small Breton villages.
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